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Introduction
UiPath Orchestrator is a well-known component now in the world of Robotic Process Automation.
It is the heart of automation management. It gives the power to provision, deploy, trigger, monitor,
measure, track, and ensure the security of every robot in organization. You can manage everything
from your browser—or your mobile device. The UiPath Orchestrator API is meant to help easily
access and manage all resources available in the Orchestrator web interface.
This article is mainly about Orchestrator API and how we can leverage this API as a part of
automation to generate the execution report for the business. The article assumes having some
knowledge of APIs as some little details may not be possible to explain.

Use Case
Every business using automation for their day to day work, requires an execution report stating
what all records that bot has processed. This report is kind of visibility for businesses where human
interaction is required due to any failure. In short, business would like to know if the record is
processed successfully or if there was any failure.
Report for every day execution of bot
A call center agent gets help from bot which is running every day at scheduled time, processing
some number of records fetching from queue. The bot is developed to maintain the statuses of
every record in memory/data table, and at the end of the execution an email can be shared with
agents, attaching Excel/csv file with statuses for each record.
This will work well for few records, but what if the bot is processing up to or more than million
records. Storing in huge amount of data in memory is not advisable. There is a risk of issue during
the execution and bot may not be able to send the email and will end up losing all the details
maintained in memory as bot stops.
Report for weekly or monthly or quarterly details of execution
Administration of financial service company need report on all the records processed by bot. They
need supervision and maintenance of a separate track of all records for internal audit purposes
processed within specific time period. A bot running every day or weekly or monthly doesn’t matter
here. The administration is concerned with report of particular duration.

How to use Orchestrator API
We will check how the API can be used to generate the execution report and can be very helpful
for a projects where bots are required to process large number of records or bot is needed to
provide execution details for specific time period.
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Authentication:
As per any API calls, Orchestrator API would also require an authentication first. This authentication
will generate a bearer token. Once bearer token is generated, it can be used with subsequent
request to the Orchestrator.
Authenticate API accepts tenancyName, username & password as their input parameters. The
token is the output which is nothing but the string value.
UiPath’s HttpClient activity can be used to authenticate the API request.

Subsequent Request:
Now we have the token generated. We can make the next API request which can bring the details
of records processed from queue for specific date time.
Here is the API call that fetches all the queue item information processed by all the bots having
status success and failed. The $expand and the $filter are the keywords of the API calls. This API call
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accepts date time of the specific day, queue id and the status of the records that are supposed to
be fetched.
https://cycwebuipop01.xxxx.com/odata/QueueItems?$expand=Robot&$filter=(EndProcessing
gt
2020-09-23T10:33:09.00Z and QueueDefinitionId eq 7 and (Status eq 'Failed' or Status eq
'Successful'))
Point to remember is that the date time use for filtering the records should be in Universal Time
Format (UTC). Because Orchestrator UiPath updates the date details for records in Universal Time
Format only.
There are certain header parameters that should be included when making these API calls. Token
generated from authenticate request is also supposed to be part of the header parameters.
UiPath’s HttpClient activity can be used to make the subsequent API request.

Authorization and X-UIPATH-OrganizationUnitId are the 2 required parameters. The token
generated from authenticate request should be added in authorization parameter followed by
word “Bearer” and X-UIPATH-OrganizationUnitId is nothing but the Orchestrator folder id in which
the queue is created. Most of the time it is Default folder only.
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The output of the API call is in json string format which can be converted into jsonObject using
“DeserializeJson” activity of UiPath

Sample Json string:

Status property will tell us whether the records was processed successfully or not.
Processing Exception property will give the exception details.
Specific Content property will give all the input data from queue item
Robot property will tell us the robot that process the record.
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The Json Object then can be read to create a data table which can be then exported in spreadsheet
as report for the business.

Wrap-up
Hopefully this article gave you an idea about using Orchestrator API to fetch the queue item
details from orchestrator.
Reference: https://docs.uipath.com/orchestrator/reference/jobs-requests
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